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our guiding principles



structure



brevity



our audience



let’s talk about structure



types of content



links and 
navigation



link examples
Navigation (menu items)

WEAK vs. STRONG
Explore Explore publications
NSO Vols Orientation Volunteers
Community & Connect Community
Offices that support you Additional postdoc support
Most popular links Popular resources
Links (divide these into meaningful groupings)
Other/Misc (find a place for these!)



link examples
Calls to action

WEAK vs. STRONG
Our Mission Read more about our mission
More See More Events
Read More Read more about the author
Apply Now Download PhD Application
Orientation Volunteer Application Apply to be an Orientation Volunteer
Full list of our programs Find the program that is right for you
Student Project Gallery Check out our Student Project Gallery
here
Click here



titles and 
headings



title and heading examples
Keep it short: skip unneeded words
But not too short: include keywords
Keep it simple: avoid jargon

WEAK vs. STRONG
About About our galleries
Directions Directions to the Haas Center
What can I do after an BA in English? Career Options for English Grads
Learn about how to declare How to declare
UAR Advisor Appointments Undergrad Advisor Appointments
BOSP Opportunities Study abroad opportunities



using title or sentence case

Which of These Sentences is Easier to Read?

Which of these sentences is easier to read?



title examples
Title Case vs. Sentence Case



paragraphs
(tl;dr)



“Most of the time, an acceptable print paragraph is too 
long for the web.

It’s a retinal thing. We can stare at a well-designed book for 
hours without eye fatigue. Staring at a monitor is different. 
The eye needs to move, to fight that fatigue. So we break 
longer paragraphs into shorter ones. It’s the same content, 
spaced differently.

Even writers who are not designers must be mindful of 
this.”

http://alistapart.com/article/writing-for-the-web

http://alistapart.com/article/writing-for-the-web


bulleted and 
numbered lists



bulleted list example
WEAK
Hawaii’s diverse natural scenery, warm tropical climate, abundance of public 
beaches, oceanic surroundings, and active volcanoes make it a popular destination 
for tourists, (wind) surfers, biologists, and volcanologists alike.

STRONG
Hawaii's attractions include:
● diverse natural scenery
● warm tropical climate
● abundance of public beaches
● oceanic surroundings
● active volcanoes

Tourists, surfers, wind surfers, biologists, and volcanologists alike enjoy Hawaii.



numbered list example
WEAK
To change a paragraph into a numbered list, read through your text for directions in a 
paragraph form. Then identify each individual step. Next, try to restructure the 
directions into a numbered list to make it easier for your users to read and scan. With 
the simple approach above, you can significantly improve your web content!

STRONG
To change a paragraph into a numbered list:
1. Read through your text for directions that are in a paragraph
2. Identify each individual step
3. Restructure the directions into a numbered list
4. Success! Your users are happier.



tables



guiding principles

● Always use column or row headings
● Only display tabular data
● If it’s too big for the page, you need a 

database

Never use tables to make layouts



table?



table?



table?



“summary” text



guiding principles
One or two sentences only
Tell people what they’ll find on this page

EXAMPLE
This is the third article in the blog series on Writing for the Web. I will be addressing 
how to leverage lists to make your content more scannable.



a real life example



before



after



Ready for HTML power!



demo website

http://endriga1.people.stanford.edu

https://endriga1.people.stanford.edu/


what about process?



write, revise, repeat



don’t let your content die

“Don’t let crappy content ruin your website!”

Consider:
● annual review of all pages on your site
● editorial calendar - put it on your calendar
● quarterly “web team” meetings



seek feedback



Some quick options
Add a feedback form to your website!

Conduct user testing:
● The 5 second test
● The “hey, does this make sense?” test 



questions?



thank you!!!
writing, preparing, and optimizing text for the web
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